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Abstract In wireless sensor networks, maximizing the
lifetime of a data gathering tree without aggregation has
been proved to be NP-complete. In this paper, we prove
that, unless P = NP, no polynomial-time algorithm can
approximate the problem with a factor strictly greater
than 2/3. The result even holds in the special case where all
sensors have the same initial energy. Existing works for the
problem focus on approximation algorithms, but these
algorithms only ﬁnd sub-optimal spanning trees and none
of them can guarantee to ﬁnd an optimal tree. We propose
the ﬁrst non-trivial exact algorithm to ﬁnd an optimal
spanning tree. Due to the NP-hardness nature of the
problem, this proposed algorithm runs in exponential time
in the worst case, but the consumed time is much less than
enumerating all spanning trees. This is done by several
techniques for speeding up the search. Featured techniques
include how to grow the initial spanning tree and how to
divide the problem into subproblems. The algorithm can
handle small networks and be used as a benchmark for
evaluating approximation algorithms.
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1 Introduction
In wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes are usually
battery-powered, therefore how to achieve longer lifetime
is a critical issue. The energy consumption of a node is
inﬂuenced by the number of messages transmitted and
received, which is determined by the underlying routing
structure. Among various routing structures, tree is a
popular one due to low-overhead maintenance. Since
there are many trees for a graph, we consider how to
select the tree with maximum lifetime. We consider the
scenario where sensors should forward all received data to
the sink, and they cannot aggregate the received data. A
node’s lifetime is determined jointly by the number of
descendants in the tree and its initial energy, which is
different from node to node.
This problem is known to be NP-complete [14]. Some
approximation algorithms are proposed, of which the best
has claimed to ﬁnd a lifetime within a Oðlog log n= log nÞ
factor of the optimal, where n is the number of sensor
nodes [14]. Note that the problem is quite different if nodes
can aggregate all received data into a single message [22].
With aggregation capability, a node’s lifetime is determined by its initial energy and the number of children (not
descendants), and there are good approximation algorithms
and tight inapproximability results [22]. To the best of our
knowledge, no inapproximability results are known for the
considered problem.
Besides approximation algorithms, exact algorithms are
another common approach to NP-hard optimization
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problems [21]. Exact algorithms for ﬁnding the maximum
lifetime tree can be used in two situations. First, they can
be directly applied to small practical networks to ﬁnd a tree
with the maximum lifetime. For example, the proposed
algorithm in this paper can handle 20-node networks in
several seconds. Second, they can be used to establish the
optimal lifetime during the evaluations of approximation
algorithms. Indeed, the performance guarantee (i.e.,
approximation ratio) of approximation algorithms is with
respect to worst-case scenario, and it is usually helpful to
understand the average-case performance. To this end, the
optimal lifetime is required. The authors of [22] had to
enumerate all spanning trees to establish the optimal lifetime, and, due to inefﬁciency in enumeration, they only
considered networks with around 10 nodes. Though exact
algorithms are important and necessary, none is proposed
for maximum lifetime data gathering tree problem in the
literature.
Our contributions are threefold. First, we prove that the
problem is not only NP-hard, but also NP-hard to be
approximated within a factor greater than 2/3. This result
holds even if the network is homogeneous in initial energy,
i.e., all sensors have equal initial energy. Homogeneous
initial energy is a special case of heterogeneous initial
energy, and it is intuitively easier to solve.
Second, we discover a property that can be used to
decomposes the problem into subproblems. We can
decompose a network graph into 2-connected subgraphs
and solve the problem on each subgraph separately, followed by merging the subtrees. We prove that the resulting
spanning tree is optimal. This property helps in the
development of any exact algorithms.
Third, we propose an exact algorithm to solve the
problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst nontrivial exact algorithm speciﬁcally designed for the problem. Instead of searching all spanning trees, we reduce the
search space by several greedy rules. We prove that the
algorithm is correct and runs in O(mn) space where m is the
number of edges and n is the number of vertices. Simulations show that our algorithm runs much faster than enumerating all spanning trees.

2 Related works
Much work has been devoted to choosing the routing tree
structure with maximum lifetime [12, 14, 15, 18, 22]. The
resulting problem is NP-complete in such scenarios as
when sensors can aggregate all [22] or a ﬁxed number of
[12] incoming messages, or cannot perform aggregation at
all [14]. When a node can aggregate all messages and the
routing tree is required to be a shortest path tree, the
problem is in P and admits very efﬁcient exact algorithms
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[15, 18]. Compressive data aggregation is considered in
[23].
Our problem can be cast into the capacitated spanning
tree problem deﬁned in [7]. Unfortunately, though the
generic deﬁnition considers all kinds of graphs, most
existing works in this area only focus on complete graphs
such as [1, 2, 11] and their references. In sensor networks, a
node can communicate with only a few nodes due to limited transmission range, so it is hard, if not impossible, to
transform our problem into this restricted model. Consequently, results in this area can hardly be applied to our
problem.
One exact algorithm is to enumerate all spanning trees
and pick the optimal one. Then efﬁcient enumeration of
spanning trees is necessary. Read and Tarjan [17] analyze a
simple backtracking-based algorithm that runs in O(mt)
time where m is the number of edges and t is the number of
spanning trees. This running time is improved to be O(nt)
in [6] where n is the number of vertices. In situations such
as our problem, all nodes in a spanning tree should be
scanned to compute the lifetime, so the running time of
OðntÞ is the best achievable bound. In situations where
outputting the relative changes of spanning trees is enough,
the Oðt þ m þ nÞ time algorithm in [19] is optimal. In this
work, we implement Read and Tarjan’s algorithm for
comparison due to its simplicity. Another general-purpose
approach to solve an NP-hard optimization problem is to
formulate it as an integer linear programming (ILP) problem and then use a generic ILP solver to ﬁnd the optimal
solution. We believe our discovery in this paper can also
help give efﬁcient ILP formulations and speed up this
generic approach. Section 7 will present the comparison
result of our algorithm with that of an ILP formulation.

3 Problem formulation
There are n sensor nodes 1; 2; . . .; n and an additional node
0, referred to as the sink, in the network. The network is
represented by an undirected graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ where V is
the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. There is an edge
between two nodes if and only if they can receive messages
from each other. Data are routed following a tree structure
rooted at the sink, and are organized into rounds. In each
round, every sensor generates one message, transmits it to
its parent, and relays all messages from its descendants to
its parent. Sensor node i has initial energy ei and we
assume that the sink has unlimited initial energy, i.e.,
e0 ¼ 1. Receiving a message consumes Rx energy and
transmitting a message consumes Tx energy. We assume
Tx  Rx for practical concern. For any tree T  G rooted at
the sink, we denote by dT ðiÞ the number of descendants of
node i in tree T. Then, node i consumes dT ðiÞðRx þ Tx Þ þ
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Tx energy in each round. The lifetime of tree T is deﬁned as
the number of rounds it can support until a node runs out of
energy.
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Problem 1 (MaxLoA) Given a network G and sensor
initial energy e1 ; e2 ; . . .; en , ﬁnd a tree T to maximize the
network lifetime, i.e.,
max lðTÞ
T2SðGÞ

where SðGÞ is the set of spanning trees of G and lðTÞ is the
lifetime of tree T deﬁned as
ei
lðTÞ ¼ min
:
i  1 dT ðiÞðRx þ Tx Þ þ Tx

It has been proved that MaxLoA is NP-hard, and reference [14] claimed that their algorithm provides an
Xðln ln n= ln nÞ approximation ratio. We will prove an inapproximability result of 2/3 and give an exact algorithm
for this problem.
Most graph notations in this paper are adopted from the
textbook [5]. We refer to the vertex set of a graph G as
VðGÞ, and its edge set as EðGÞ. For two graphs G ¼ ðV; EÞ
and G0 ¼ ðV 0 ; E0 Þ, we set G [ G0 ¼ ðV [ V 0 ; E [ E0 Þ, and
G \ G0 ¼ ðV \ V 0 ; E \ E0 Þ. For a subset F  E, we write
G  F for ðV; E n FÞ, and G þ F for ðV; E [ FÞ. If v is a
vertex of G, we write G  v for the graph obtained from
G by deleting vertex v and all its incident edges.
Some notations are less formal, and their usage is
restricted to this paper. For a graph G, we write G þ ða; bÞ
for G [ ðfa; bg; fða; bÞgÞ, i.e., G þ ða; bÞ is the graph
obtained by inserting edge ða; bÞ and (possibly) its ends to
G. A partial spanning tree P of G is a connected subgraph
of G that is a tree. This is different from other deﬁnitions
(e.g., [17]) where a partial spanning tree is simply considered as a set of edges, and can be disconnected. One
consequence is that, if we insert an edge to a partial
spanning tree, then we also add exactly one vertex to it at
the same time. As mentioned before, by SðGÞ we denote
the set of spanning trees of G. For a graph G and a partial
spanning tree P  G, we let
S P ðGÞ
be the set of spanning trees of G containing P as a subtree.
We note that S P0 ðGÞ  S P ðGÞ if P0  P, and S P ðG0 Þ 
S P ðGÞ if G0  G. Thus, to reduce the set S P ðGÞ, we can
either grow P or reduce G.
We emphasize that, in this paper, all spanning trees and
partial spanning trees are implicitly rooted trees, because
different roots lead to different lifetimes and it is necessary
to specify the root. In our algorithm, we may encounter
new subproblems whose underlying graphs do not contain
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Fig. 1 The block structure of a graph (left) and the rooted block tree
(right). The solid circle represents the sink. The three cutvertices
c1 ; c2 ; c3 divide the graph into ﬁve blocks b1 ; . . .; b5 . Nodes in block
b1 except c1 are descendants of c1 in all spanning trees, so c1 is the
sink of b1 . Similarly, c2 is the sink of b2 , and c3 is the sink of both b4
and b5 . The sink (solid circle) of the network is the sink of b3

the sink node. In this case, we are not able to compute the
lifetime of any spanning tree for the subproblem if the
corresponding root node is not speciﬁed. To this end,
whenever we encounter a new subproblem, we will assign
it a sink node, and then the spanning trees and partial
spanning trees for the subproblem are (implicitly) rooted at
the assigned sink node. Though an assigned sink node may
have limited initial energy, making it different from the
network sink, we will not distinguish between them unless
it is necessary.

4 Reducing the search space
One approach to ﬁnd an optimal spanning tree is to scan
all spanning trees, but the search space may be very large.
In this section, we present techniques for clever exploration of the search space. We ﬁrst show how to
decompose the problem into subproblems, and then give
some rules to exclude search space that is unnecessary for
checking.

4.1 Decomposing the problem into subproblems
Consider the following example. A graph G consists of two
disjoint subgraphs that are connected by a bridge. Clearly,
the bridge should be included into any spanning tree. Let
the number of spanning trees of two subgraphs be x and y
respectively. Then the total number of spanning trees of G
is x  y. Suppose we ﬁnd for each subgraph an optimal
spanning tree, then the two found trees, together with the
bridge, form an optimal spanning tree for G. But in this
case, we need to scan only x þ y trees. This example
illustrates the basic idea of decomposition.
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Generally, any cutvertex can help divide the graph into
subgraphs with each leading a subproblem. Solving these
subproblems gives us a desired optimal spanning tree.
When there are no cutvertices, we will design rules to
reduce the size of graph so that new cutvertices will appear.
In a graph containing cutvertices, we can decompose the
graph into blocks deﬁned below and ﬁnd optimal spanning
trees for each block, followed by merging these found
spanning trees.
Deﬁnition 1 (block [5]) A block of a graph is a maximal
connected subgraph without a cutvertex. It is either a
maximal 2-connected subgraph, or a bridge (with its ends),
or an isolated vertex.
An example is given in the left of Fig. 1, where blocks
are indicated by shaded regions. Different blocks overlap in
at most one vertex, which is a cutvertex.
Deﬁnition 2 (block graph) For a graph G, let C be the set
of cutvertices and B be the set of blocks. A block graph is a
bipartite graph on C [ B such that there is an edge ðc; bÞ
joining c 2 C and b 2 B if and only if c is a vertex of block
b.
Lemma 1
a tree.

([5]) The block graph of a connected graph is

Thus, we also refer to block graph as block tree, and root
the block tree at either the sink or the block containing the
sink whichever applies. Then in this rooted tree, the parent
of each block is a cutvertex, and is referred to as parent
cutvertex. A block will correspond to a subproblem, and as
mentioned before, new subproblems may not contain the
sink node, so we assign a block’s parent cutvertex as its
sink node. This assignment is ﬁne because the trafﬁc from
nodes in a block can only be forwarded by the block’s
parent cutvertex. The right side of Fig. 1 gives the rooted
block tree of the example on the left. We can decompose
any spanning tree of a graph as the union of spanning trees
of its blocks.
Lemma 2 Suppose a graph G can be decomposed into
blocks b1 ; b2 ; . . .; bt with sinks s1 ; s2 ; . . .; st : Suppose the
rooted bock tree is on C [ B; where C is the set of cutvertices and B is the set of blocks. Let P be a partial
spanning tree of G, and T 2 S P ðGÞ be a spanning tree.
For i ¼ 1; . . .; t; let Ti ¼ T \ bi ; and Pi ¼ P \ bi : Then we
have the following three results.
1.
2.
3.

T ¼ [ i Ti ;
Ti is a spanning tree of bi ; and contains Pi as a
subtree;
In all spanning trees in S P ðGÞ; cutvertex c 2 C is an
ancestor of all nodes belonging to some block that is a
descendant of c in the rooted block tree.
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Proof To see (1), simply note that the union of all bi is
exactly G. To prove (2), we show that all simple paths in T
connecting vertices in bi are in Ti so that Ti is a connected
subgraph spanning bi . In fact, all simple paths in G connecting two vertices in bi can only consist of edges in bi .
Otherwise, there exists a simple path connecting two vertices in bi and this path intersects with bi at only these two
vertices (such a path is named bi -path in [5]). In this case,
the union of the path and bi is a larger block, contradicting
the maximality of bi . For (3), removing c disconnects the
sink with block bj if bj is a descendant of c in the rooted
block tree. Therefore, nodes in bj can only transmit data
through c so that they are descendants of c in any spanning
tree.
h
To make each block a subproblem, we need to redeﬁne the lifetime of spanning trees of a block by considering nodes in other blocks. According to Lemma 2,
the descendants of a cutvertex c 2 Ti include those in Ti
and all nodes in [bj 2DESðcÞ bj , where DESðcÞ is the set of
blocks that are descendants of c in the rooted block tree.
All ancestors of c in Ti are also ancestor of these nodes.
For the example in Fig. 1, the number of descendants of
cutvertex c3 is the number of its descendants in b3 plus
5 (two of them are from b4 and the rest three are from
b5). Using this modiﬁed lifetime computation, we get the
following theorem.
Theorem 1 Given a graph G and a partial spanning tree
P, suppose the graph can be decomposed into blocks
b1 ; b2 ; . . .; bt with sinks s1 ; s2 ; . . .; st : For i ¼ 1; . . .; t; let
Ti 2 S Pi ðbi Þ be the tree with the maximum lifetime among
trees in S Pi ðbi Þ: Then T  ¼ [ti¼1 Ti is a tree in S P ðGÞ with
the maximum lifetime.
Proof Suppose T  is not optimal. Then there exists a tree
with greater lifetime. According to Lemma 2, we can
decompose this tree into spanning trees for the blocks. One
of these spanning trees, say Ti , must have a lifetime greater
than that of Ti , contradicting the optimality of Ti .
h
In the graph theory related literature, decomposing
graphs into blocks may be a known divide-and-conquer
technique, but Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 generalize this
known technique by allowing different partial spanning
tree P, and, to the best of our knowledge, the generic literature has considered at most the case when P ¼ ;.
Allowing different partial spanning trees helps the design
of our exact algorithm, because graph decomposition alone
cannot directly give us an efﬁcient algorithm and we need
to incorporate other procedures. This incorporation is done
via the partial spanning tree P.
Therefore, we can decompose the graph into blocks, and
ﬁnd an optimal spanning tree for each block, followed by
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merging them to produce the desired spanning tree. The
beneﬁt is evident in terms of the number of scanned trees.


Q
Fact 1 jS P ðGÞj ¼ ti¼1 jS Pi ðbi Þj and [ti¼1 S Pi ðbi Þ ¼
Pt
i¼1 jS Pi ðbi Þj.
Because a spanning tree of a block is smaller than the
spanning tree of the graph, one can check that scanning
[ti¼1 S Pi ðbi Þ never takes longer time than scanning S P ðGÞ,
even in cases where G is itself a tree such that jS P ðGÞj ¼ 1
and j [ti¼1 S Pi ðbi Þj ¼ jVðGÞj  1. The fundamental reason
is that decomposing a graph into blocks can be done in
linear time by a depth-ﬁrst search from the sink, which is
proposed in [9] and now a textbook exercise [4].
4.2 Scanning less spanning trees
The blocks obtained by Sect. 4.1 cannot be further
decomposed, so graph decomposition is useful (in reducing
the search space) for at most once for a given graph and a
given partial spanning tree. This subsection considers the
situation when graph decomposition has been applied and
we have not found the optimal tree. We will introduce
several procedures that either grow the partial spanning
tree or reduce the graph in a smart way.
The following fact is the last resort we have towards an
exact algorithm. For a partial spanning tree P, consider an
edge from VðPÞ to VðGÞ n VðPÞ. A spanning tree either
contains this edge, or does not contain. So the set S P ðGÞ
can be divided into two disjoint parts.
Fact 2 For a graph G with a partial spanning tree P,
suppose we have an edge ða; bÞ with a 2 VðPÞ and
b 62 VðPÞ. Then S P ðGÞ ¼ S P0 ðGÞ [ S P ðG0 Þ, where
P0 ¼ P þ ða; bÞ, and G0 ¼ G  ða; bÞ.
All trees in S P ðGÞ containing edge ða; bÞ belong to
S P0 ðGÞ, and the rest trees are in S P ðG0 Þ. Note that when
ða; bÞ is a bridge of G, the set S P ðG0 Þ is empty since G0
becomes disconnected, but this situation will never occur if
G is a non-bridge block obtained by graph decomposition
in Sect. 4.1. Observe that P0 is larger than P and G0 is
smaller than G. Thus applying Fact 2 either grows P or
reduces G. The problem with Fact 2 is that each checked
edge results in two subproblems and repeatedly applying
Fact 2 explores the whole space of S P ðGÞ, which is not
efﬁcient. Consequently, Fact 2 will only be used as a last
resort. We give some procedures that include or exclude
several edges directly without generating two subproblems
each time, speeding up the enumeration process.
First, we give a procedure that grows any partial spanning tree P. We emphasize that P could be any partial
spanning tree. This procedure will be applied before other
procedures.
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Fig. 2 Illustration of procedure grow. The solid circle represents the
sink, and the number around a node is the initial energy. The leftmost
is the input graph with bold edges indicating the given partial
spanning tree P. In the middle ﬁgure, bold edges are elements of
X after step 3 of procedure grow. Bold edges in the rightmost ﬁgure
indicate the ﬁnal X

Procedure Grow Let s be the sink. Given any partial
spanning tree P, let X be the partial spanning tree obtained
by the following steps:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Include sink s into X;
For an edge ða; bÞ of P such that a 2 VðXÞ; b 62 VðXÞ
and eb  es , set X ¼ X þ ða; bÞ. Repeat (2) until no
edge can be added;
For an edge ða; bÞ of G such that a 2 VðXÞ; b 62 VðXÞ
and eb  es , set X ¼ X þ ða; bÞ. Repeat (3) until no
edge can be added;
For all vertex a of the tree X obtained after step (3),
insert all edges ða; bÞ to X where b 62 VðPÞ [ VðXÞ;
Let X be X [ P.

Note that step 2 should not be omitted. Otherwise, at step 5
X [ P may contain cycles, and if we in turn omit step 5 to
avoid cycle, then it is possible that X may contain less
edges than P, contradicting our purpose of ‘‘growing’’
P. Figure 2 gives an example with the leftmost indicating
P and the rightmost indicating the ﬁnal X. Note that the
sink here has ﬁnite energy 5. In this example, ﬁve more
edges are directly added to the partial spanning tree.
It is easy to see that X is a tree, i.e., it does not contain
cycles, because each node in X is included only once. In the
case where the sink has inﬁnity energy, this procedure only
includes edges incident with the sink into X, but in subproblems such as Fig. 2 where the sink has ﬁnite energy,
this procedure includes more edges. We prove that this
procedure is safe in that the maximum lifetime of excluded
spanning trees is no larger than the maximum lifetime of
remaining spanning trees.
Lemma 3 Given partial spanning tree P, suppose X is
obtained by Procedure Grow, then the maximum lifetime of
trees in S X ðGÞ is equal to the maximum lifetime of trees in
S P ðGÞ:
Proof Since S X ðGÞ  S P ðGÞ, we will show that each tree
in S P ðGÞ can be modiﬁed to be a tree in S X ðGÞ without
reducing its lifetime. Thus the lemma follows easily. Note
that all nodes included into X prior to Step 3 have initial
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Fig. 3 Examples of Procedure Reduce-1 (left) and Reduce-2 (right).
Solid circle represents the sink, and the number around a node is the
initial energy. Bold edges are edges in the partial spanning tree. Note
that the poorest ancestor of b is node u rather than the node between
u and b. Dashed edges in the two ﬁgures are deleted in Reduce-1 and
Reduce-2 respectively

energy greater than or equal to the sink. Therefore, no
matter how many descendants they have, their lifetime is
greater than that of the sink, and the sink’s lifetime is an
upper bound of spanning tree’s lifetime. Therefore, for any
tree T in S P ðGÞ n S X ðGÞ, if a node in X has a parent in T
different from the parent in X, we can change the parent to
be the same as in X. Repeating this process produces a tree
in S X ðGÞ and the lifetime is not reduced. This completes
the proof.
h
Second, we consider how to reduce the size of a graph
directly. Given a partial spanning tree P, we classify nodes
in P into two categories, rich and poor. A node is poor if its
initial energy is strictly less than all its ancestors’ initial
energy. Otherwise, the node is rich. Rich nodes will not
have the smallest lifetime among nodes, since its lifetime is
greater than that of some ancestor. We refer to u as the
poorest ancestor of node v if u is the one with the least
initial energy among ancestors of v. If several ancestors all
have the least energy, then we refer to the one that is
closest to the sink.
Procedure Reduce-1 Given a graph G, a partial spanning
tree P, a rich node b 2 VðPÞ with its poorest ancestor u, if
there exists an edge ða; bÞ 2 G with a 62 VðPÞ, then we can
delete
from
G
all
edges
in
fða; cÞ j
c is a descendant of u inPg except ða; bÞ. Let G0 be the
resulting graph.
Procedure Reduce-2 Suppose ðx; yÞ is in the partial
spanning tree P with x as the parent of y, then for any node
z 62 P adjacent to both x and y, let G0 be the graph obtained
by removing edge ðy; zÞ from G.
Figure 3 gives examples of Reduce-1 and Reduce-2.
Dashed edges are deleted from the graph.
Lemma 4 For the graph G0 obtained by Procedure
Reduce-1 or Reduce-2, the maximum lifetime of trees in
S P ðG0 Þ is equal to the maximum lifetime of trees in S P ðGÞ:
Proof Since S P ðG0 Þ  S P ðGÞ, we will show that each
tree in S P ðGÞ can be modiﬁed to be a tree in S P ðG0 Þ
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without reducing lifetime. Consider the case of Reduce-1.
For any tree T 2 S P ðGÞ, if the parent of node a is not a
descendant of u in P, or is exactly b, then T 2 S P ðG0 Þ.
Otherwise, if the parent of a in T is a descendant of u in P,
then we can change a’s parent to be b. In this case, the
lifetime of u is unchanged, and the lifetime of b, as well as
the nodes between u and b, is still greater than u’s lifetime.
Consequently, the lifetime of the new tree is not reduced,
but the new tree is now in S P ðG0 Þ. For the case of Reduce2, for any tree T in S P ðGÞ n S P ðG0 Þ, we have ðy; zÞ 2 T.
Remove ðy; zÞ from T and add the edge ðx; zÞ. We get a tree
in S P ðG0 Þ without reducing the lifetime. This completes the
proof.
h
Procedure Reduce-3 For a graph G and a partial spanning tree P, let RðPÞ denote the set of redundant edges
(edges not in P joining vertices of P). Let G0 ¼ G  RðPÞ.
Fact 3 Let G0 be the graph from Procedure Reduce-3,
then S P ðGÞ ¼ S P ðG0 Þ.
Intuitively, edges in RðTÞ will not appear in any spanning tree, otherwise a cycle occurs. Repeatedly applying
Lemmas 3 and 4 and Fact 3 gives the following theorem.
Theorem 2 For graph G and partial spanning tree P,
suppose after any sequence of Procedure Grow, Reduce-1,
Reduce-2, Reduce-3, the new graph is G0 and the new
partial spanning tree is P0 ; then the maximum lifetime of
trees in S P0 ðG0 Þ is equal to the maximum lifetime of trees in
S P ðGÞ:
It is worth noting that both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2
hold if all sensors have heterogeneous trafﬁc demand in
each round (instead of sending one message in a round).
Therefore, the exact algorithm in the next section also
applies to this general situation.

5 The proposed exact algorithm for ﬁnding an optimal
spanning tree
In this section, we present our algorithm that guarantees
to ﬁnd an optimal spanning tree. The basic idea is to
use the properties discovered in the previous section
whenever possible. For example, we perform decomposition when the current graph may not be 2-connected resulted from deleted edges. If a new
subproblem is identiﬁed by the decomposition, then
Procedure Grow is performed to quickly build a partial
spanning tree. If an edge is included, Procedures
Reduce-1, Reduce-2 and Reduce-3 are performed to
reduce the size of the graph. The algorithm is described
in Algorithms 1, 2 and 3.
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In Algorithm 1, we initialize the partial spanning tree by
including the sink and its incident edges. This is a degenerated case of Procedure Grow, since the sink has inﬁnite
energy. Then we perform Reduce-3. (No edge will be
removed by performing Reduce-1 or Reduce-2.) At last, we
decompose the problem by calling Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 decomposes a graph into blocks, solves
each block and merges the solutions. It is designed
according to Theorem 1. For a block consisting of one
edge, this edge is its optimal spanning tree. Otherwise, the
block is a 2-connected subgraph. Two cases are considered.
If its sink is the same as the input graph, then we have
already performed Procedure Grow for this sink so that we
call Algorithm 3. Otherwise, we perform Procedure Grow
and then either recursively call Algorithm 2 if some edges
are deleted, or call Algorithm 3. The reason for this design
is that, if some edges are deleted, then it is possible that we
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can further decompose the graph. But if no edge is deleted,
then the subgraph is still 2-connected and further decomposition is impossible.
Algorithm 3 implements Fact 2, which tries including
an edge to the tree. Note that the input graph to Algorithm 3 is always 2-connected, so we will always ﬁnd
such an edge in Line 1. In the ﬁrst case (Lines 2-14), we
include the edge into the partial spanning tree. Procedures Reduce-1, Reduce-2, and Reduce-3 are performed
to quickly reduce the size of the graph. Similarly, if
some edge is deleted, then it is possible that we may
decompose the graph so that we call Algorithm 2; if no
edge is deleted, then the graph is still 2-connected and it
is impossible to further decompose the graph, for which
we recursively call Algorithm 3. In the second case
(Lines 17-18), we delete the edge from the graph, and
call Algorithm 2.
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For the data structure, nodes and edges are global
variables that can be modiﬁed by any algorithm (this is
why we need to restore the graph every time we make
modiﬁcations). A node has a ﬂag ﬁeld indicating whether it
is in the partial spanning tree, a link to its parent if it is in
the partial spanning tree, and a doubly-linked list of adjacent edges. Each edge also has a ﬂag ﬁeld indicating the
membership of the partial spanning tree. Edges are stored
by doubly-linked lists because in such data structure,
inserting or deleting an edge can be done in constant time.
Since our graph is undirected, there are two directed edges
representing an undirected edge. Each directed edge has a
pair ﬁeld linked to the directed edge on the reverse
direction. Whenever we insert or delete an undirected edge,
we insert or delete both directed edges.
5.1 Theoretical analysis
We ﬁrst show the correctness of the algorithm, and then
analyze the space requirement.
Lemma 5 Algorithm 1 ﬁnds a spanning tree of the
maximum lifetime in ﬁnite time.
Proof We claim that decomp ﬁnds an optimal spanning
tree in the set S P ðG0 Þ in ﬁnite time where P and G0 are the
input to decomp. Since Algorithm 1 calls decomp after two
operations allowed by Theorem 2, which suggests that the
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maximum lifetime of trees in S P ðG0 Þ is equal to that of
trees in SðGÞ. The theorem follows immediately.
To prove the claim, we will use induction twice. The
ﬁrst is on the number n of vertices in G0 , and the second is
an embedded induction on the number l of edges in G0 not
in the partial spanning tree.
Induction on n. (Base Case) When n ¼ 2, the graph can
only be a bridge. The decomposition at Line 1 of decomp
yields one block. No matter what l is, decomp solves the
problem at the if block at Line 3. (Induction Hypothesis-1)
Now assume the claim holds for all n\h. Consider the case
when n ¼ h.
Induction on l (for n ¼ h). (Base Case) When l ¼ 0,
all edges in the graph are included in the partial
spanning tree. The graph can only be a tree, because
whenever a new edge is included into the partial
spanning tree, Procedure Reduce-3 is performed so that
no redundant edges are left (e.g., Line 3 of try).
Consequently, the blocks at Line 1 of decomp are
bridges and the algorithm will compute the lifetime at
the if block at Line 3. The claim holds. (Induction
Hypothesis-2) Suppose the claim holds for all l\k when
n ¼ h. Then consider the case when l ¼ k.
(1)

If there is only one block at Line 1 of decomp, then
the input graph is 2-connected, and Line 7 is
executed to ﬁnd the solution. We show that try will
solve the problem by calling decomp with smaller l.
In try, the search space is divided into two parts
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(2)

based on Fact 2. If we can ﬁnd an optimal tree for
each part, we can ﬁnd the desired tree. In the ﬁrst
part (Lines 1–16), note that it is safe to change Lines
11–14 to a single call as ‘‘½T1 ; l1  decompðG; sÞ’’.
The reason is that, if we call decomp at Line 14, it
will still call try without any modiﬁcation to the
graph and the partial spanning tree (it just performs
an unnecessary decomposition). Since one edge is
added into the partial spanning tree, we have l\k so
that decomp will ﬁnd the desired tree at the ﬁrst
search space by Induction Hypothesis-2. Note that
the operations of Lines 2–10 do not exclude all
optimal spanning trees in the search space due to
Theorem 2. In the second part (Lines 17–19), the
call of decomp will return the desired tree by
Induction Hypothesis-2, since one edge is deleted
from the graph so that l\k.
If there are several blocks at Line 1 of decomp, then
each block has vertices less than h. We show that we
will ﬁnd for each block an optimal tree so that the
merged tree at Line 21 of decomp is optimal due to
Theorem 1. It is trivial if a block is a bridge. If a
block has the same sink as the original one, then try
is called at Line 7. Based on similar analysis as (1)
by using Induction Hypothesis-1, we can solve this
case in ﬁnite time. The left case is when the sink is
different from the original one. Note that we can also
change try to decomp at Line 17. This only changes
the running time and does not inﬂuence the result,
since if we call decomp at Line 17, it will also call
try without modifying the graph and the partial
spanning tree. After changing, we call decomp with
less vertices than h. By Induction Hypothesis-1, we
can ﬁnd an optimal tree in the search space in ﬁnite
time.

Therefore, Induction Hypothesis-2 also holds for l ¼ k
when n ¼ h, which completes the nested induction. In turn,
Induction Hypothesis-1 holds for n ¼ h. This completes the
proof.
h
For the space requirement, we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 6 Algorithm 1 can be implemented to run in
O(mn) space where m is the number of edges and n is the
number of nodes in the network.
Proof Consider any recursion path. It is a sequence of decomp and try. We ﬁrst show that the depth of recursion, i.e.,
the length of the recursion path, is at most 2 m. We claim that
every two consecutive calls either reduce the number of edges
in the graph by at least 1, or include at least one edge to the
partial spanning tree. There are four types of such consecutive
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calls, decomp ! decomp; decomp ! try; try ! try, and
try ! decomp. Since try will either grow the partial spanning
tree by 1 or remove an edge, we only need to consider
decomp ! decomp. According to Algorithm 2, such situation
only happens when we have deleted some edges (B2 ¼
6 ;).
Therefore, the claim holds. Since the graph contains m edges,
and each edge is either deleted or included into the ﬁnal tree
by at most two calls, the total number of calls in the recursion
path is at most 2 m.
Next, consider the sets B2 in decomp, and B1 ; B2 ; B3 in
try. Each deleted edge only belongs to at most one of these
sets in the recursion path, since deleted edges will not
appear in subsequent calls. For the set B1 in decomp, any
node or edge belongs to at most one such B1 in the
recursion path. The space requirement is in OðmÞ.
The OðmnÞ space is due to the decomposition. The
content of the sets bi in decomp consists of deleted edges so
that no extra storage is consumed. However, the variables
themselves may consume storage. The number of variables
bi is bounded by OðnÞ. The partial solutions Ti of decomp,
and the solution T1 of try are also bounded by OðnÞ in size.
The space requirement is in OðmnÞ due to the OðmÞ
recursion depth. This completes the proof.
h
Combining Lemmas 5 and 6 gives the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Algorithm 1 ﬁnds an optimal tree in ﬁnite
time, and it requires OðmnÞ space where m is the number of
edges and n is the number of nodes in the network.
Note that our algorithm runs in exponential time in the
worst case. This is reasonable since no polynomial-time
algorithm can solve the problem unless P ¼ NP.

6 Hardness results
In this section, we prove that it is NP-hard to approximate
the problem with a factor greater than 2=3. We ﬁrst prove
that the problem is inapproximable to a factor greater than
5=7 unless P ¼ NP, and then reﬁne the proof to get the
inapproximability result of 2=3. Note that directly merging
the two proofs gives the inapproximability result of 2=3,
but the resulting proof is lengthy and we feel that splitting
it into two parts helps understanding. In the proofs, we
reduce from a well-known NP-hard problem, three
dimensional matching (3DM) deﬁned as follows.
Problem 2 (3DM [7]) Given a set M  A B C where
A, B and C are disjoint sets having the same number q of
elements, does M contain a matching M 0  M such that
jM 0 j ¼ q and no two elements of M 0 agree in any
coordinate?
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We only consider the instances of 3DM where jMj [ q
and each element in A [ B [ C appears at least once in a
triple in M. It is easy to see that the resulting problem is
still NP-hard, because all the excluded instances can be
trivially solved. This restriction of 3DM ensures that the
networks of the constructed MaxLoA instances in the following proofs are connected.
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layer 3

Theorem 4 MaxLoA cannot be approximated by any
polynomial algorithm to a factor [5/7, unless P ¼ NP:
Proof We show that any such approximation algorithm
for MaxLoA can be used to solve 3DM. Our reduction is
inspired by [13], and a similar (and weaker) reduction is
used to show the hardness of ﬁnding maximum lifetime
tree when the trees are restricted to be shortest path trees
[18].
Given an instance of 3DM, construct the following
instance of MaxLoA. The network consists of 3jMj þ 1
nodes divided into four layers according to the hop
distance to the sink. See Fig. 4 for an example. The sink
alone is at layer 0. At layer 1, there are jMj tuple nodes
m1 ; m2 ; . . .; mjMj corresponding to the tuples in M and
connected to the sink. At layer 2, there are 2q element
nodes corresponding to the 2q elements of B [ C and
jMj  q additional dummy nodes. An element node is
connected to a tuple node if and only if the element is in
the tuple. The jMj  q dummy nodes are constructed as
follows. For each a 2 A, suppose the number of tuples in
M containing a is ta . Then we construct ta  1 dummy
nodes and connect each of them to all these ta tuples.
Every dummy node at layer 2 has a distinct dummy node
neighbor at layer 3. Since each element in B [ C appears
at least once in M (due to our restriction of 3DM
mentioned before), the network is connected. Let Tx ¼
Rx ¼ 1 and the initial energy of every node to be 5. Our
construction is now complete, and it can certainly be done
in polynomial time. We will prove that the 3DM has a
matching if and only if the constructed MaxLoA has a
spanning tree with a lifetime of 1.
On one hand, suppose the 3DM has a matching M 0 . Then
we can ﬁnd a tree T in the constructed MaxLoA instance as
follows. Include to T all edges between nodes in layer 0
and nodes in layer 1, and edges between nodes in layer 2
and nodes in layer 3. For each node ml at layer 1 with
ml ¼ ða; b; cÞ 2 M 0 , include to T the two edges ðml ; bÞ and
ðml ; cÞ. Now for any a 2 A, among the ta tuples in
M containing a, only one has two children. We ﬁnd an
arbitrary perfect matching from the rest ta  1 tuples to the
ta  1 dummy nodes constructed for a, and include the
matching to tree T. It is easy to see that T is a spanning tree,
and each node at layer 1 has exactly two descendants, so it
has a lifetime of 1.
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Fig. 4 A constructed MaxLoA instance for the following 3DM
instance: A ¼ fa1 ; a2 ; a3 g; B ¼ fb1 ; b2 ; b3 g; C ¼ fc1 ; c2 ; c3 g and
with
m1 ¼ ða1 ; b1 ; c2 Þ; m2 ¼
M ¼ fm1 ; m2 ; m3 ; m4 ; m5 ; m6 ; m7 g
ða1 ; b1 ; c3 Þ; m3 ¼ ða2 ; b2 ; c1 Þ; m4 ¼ ða2 ; b1 ; c2 Þ; m5 ¼ ða3 ; b3 ; c2 Þ;
m6 ¼ ða3 ; b3 ; c3 Þ, and m7 ¼ ða3 ; b2 ; c3 Þ. Node dij is the j  th dummy
node corresponding to ai . The 3DM instance admits a matching
M 0 ¼ fm2 ; m3 ; m5 g. The corresponding spanning tree for the MaxLoA
instance is indicated by thick edges. We can see that each node at
layer 1 has exactly two descendants so that the tree has a lifetime of 1

On the other hand, suppose there exists a spanning tree
T for the constructed MaxLoA with lifetime of 1. Then we
can ﬁnd a matching M 0 as follows. Observe that in T, every
tuple node can have at most two descendants. Consequently, exactly jMj  q tuple nodes have a dummy node at
layer 2 as child, since each dummy node at layer 2
contributes two descendants. The rest q tuple nodes are the
desired matching M 0 . To see why M 0 is a matching, note
that the rest q tuple nodes need to serve the 2q element
nodes of B [ C so that any two tuples cannot agree in either
coordinate B or C. Consider coordinate A. Suppose two
tuples in M 0 both contain element a for some a 2 A. Since
both of them do not have dummy nodes as children and
there are totally ta tuples containing a, the rest ta  2 tuple
nodes have to be parent of the ta  1 dummy nodes at layer
2 constructed for a, contradicting the observation that all
tuple nodes in T have at most one dummy node at layer 2 as
child.
At last, we prove that, for a spanning tree T for the
constructed MaxLoA, lðTÞ ¼ 1 iff (if and only if)
lðTÞ [ 5=7, which means that the mentioned approximation algorithm can tell whether lðTÞ  1. To see this,
suppose lðTÞ [ 5=7. Solving the inequality 5=ðdT ðiÞ þ
dT ðiÞ þ 1Þ [ 5=7 yields dT ðiÞ 2. Thus each node at layer
1 has at most two descendants, and the tree has a lifetime of
1. Therefore, any approximation algorithm with approximation ratio greater than 5/7 can solve 3DM. The proof is
now complete.
h
We can now prove the inapproximability of 2/3 by
reﬁning the above analysis.
Theorem 5 For any ﬁxed constant  where 0\\1=3;
unless P ¼ NP; no polynomial-time algorithm can
approximate MaxLoA with an approximation ratio greater
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than or equal to 2=3 þ ; even if all nodes (except the sink)
have the same initial energy.
Proof We will construct for each 3DM an equivalent
instance of MaxLoA with jMj þ 2jMjn0 þ 1 nodes, where
1
e and de is the ceiling function. This new instance
n0 ¼ d18
can be obtained by modifying the construction in the proof
of Theorem 4. To the constructed instance of MaxLoA in
the previous proof, we add 2jMjðn0  1Þ dummy nodes at
layer 3 as follows. For each element node at layer 2, we
create n0  1 new dummy nodes at layer 3 and connect
them to that node. For each dummy node at layer 2, we
create 2n0  2 new dummy nodes at layer 3 and connect
them to that dummy node. This construction ensures that in
every round, each element node transmits at least n0
messages to the sink, and each dummy node at layer 2
transmits at least 2n0 messages. We set Tx ¼ Rx ¼ 1 and
the initial energy of every node to be 4n0 þ 1. Since  is a
ﬁxed constant, this construction can also be done in polynomial time. By similar arguments as before, we can show
that 3DM has a matching if and only if the constructed
instance of MaxLoA has a spanning tree with a lifetime of
1.
We now prove that any algorithm with approximation
ratio 2=3 þ  can tell whether the constructed MaxLoA
instance has such a spanning tree. This is done by showing
that a lifetime of 1 is equivalent to a lifetime greater than or
equal to 2=3 þ . Suppose there is a tree with a lifetime
greater than or equal to 2=3 þ . Consider each node at
0 þ1
layer 1. Solving the inequality 2d4nT ðiÞþ1
 2=3 þ  yields
dT ðiÞ

2n0 þ1=2
2=3þ

 1=2\3n0 , where the second inequality is

due to n0 [ 1=ð18Þ  1=6. Since each subtree rooted at
any node at layer 2 contains either n0 nodes or 2n0 nodes,
we have dT ðiÞ 2n0 . So the spanning tree has a lifetime of
1.
h

7 Simulations
We numerically study the running time of our algorithm on
simulated sensor networks. Sensors are randomly deployed
in a 100 100m2 square with initial energy uniformly
drawn from ½1; 10J. The energy consumption for receiving
a packet is 3:33 104 J and for transmitting a packet is
6:66 104 J. Two nodes are connected to each other if
their distance is no greater than the communication radius,
which is 20 m. The sink node is placed at the center of the
ﬁeld. This setting is mainly based on [22] and [10]. We
implement four algorithms in Java and run them on a
laptop computer for comparison.
•

ExactMaxLoA, our proposed algorithm in Algorithm 1.
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•

•

•

ExhaustiveSearch, a search algorithm by scanning all
spanning trees. We implement the spanning tree
enumeration algorithm proposed by Read and Tarjan
[17], which is easy to implement, and consumes time
only several times longer than other enumeration
algorithms[6].
MITT, an approximation algorithm for MaxLoA proposed by [14]. The two parameters k1 and k2 for
controlling the number of iterations are 100 and 1000
respectively due to [14].
MILP, a mixed ILP formulation for MaxLoA problem.
We perform a binary search over all possible lifetimes1,
and for each lifetime, we formulate a mixed ILP
feasibility problem by revising the formulation for
capacitated spanning tree [8], followed by solving the
formulated problem by LpSolve [3], a free integer
linear programming solver.

7.1 Factors inﬂuencing the running time of our
algorithm
Considering that our algorithm certainly runs slower on
larger networks, we consider the impact of two other factors: (1) transmission range and (2) Tx =Rx , the ratio of
transmission energy consumption to receiving energy
consumption.
First, after generating the locations of 21 nodes, we
connect two nodes if their distance is within 15; 20; . . .; 35
meters, leading to 5 different network topologies. We
generate 50 sets of sensor locations. Figure 5(a) shows
the average running time of our algorithm with respect to
transmission ranges. We can see that running time roughly
increases with the increase of transmission range. This is
because increased transmission range leads to increased
number of edges in the graph. Second, to study the impact
of Tx =Rx , we simulate 50 networks, and for each network,
we vary Tx =Rx from 1 to 100 with increment of 1.
Figure 5(b) shows that the average running time is relatively stable for different Tx =Rx . Thus, this ratio does not
inﬂuence the running time much.
7.2 Comparison with exhaustive search
Due to the inability of ExaustiveSearch for handling large
networks, we simulate a network of 21 nodes, one of which
is the sink. We ﬁrst generate a network,2 and apply ExaustiveSearch to computing the optimal lifetime, followed
by writing the network information, the optimal lifetime
1
There are n2 such lifetimes for a given network consisting of
n nodes.
2
Only connected networks are considered
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and elapsed time into a ﬁle. In situations where ExaustiveSearch cannot solve the problem in 24 h, we manually
terminate the process and generate a different network.
After running the program for several days, we get information for 1244 networks. These networks are also used
for verifying the correctness of other implementations
including that of ExactMaxLoA and MILP. This veriﬁcation is necessary because, even though an algorithm is
correct, a computer program implementing the algorithm
may have bugs and give incorrect answers.
Figure 6 shows the running time of ExactMaxLoA
against that of ExaustiveSearch on these 1244 networks.
Figure 6(a) shows very long running time of ExaustiveSearch. It can take hours to compute the optimal lifetime for
a network while our algorithm only takes several seconds.
Additionally, it is interesting to see that greater running
time of ExaustiveSearch does not necessarily imply greater
running time of our algorithm. In fact, their correlation
coefﬁcient is only 0.3672. This is because, the running time
of ExaustiveSearch depends on the total number of spanning trees, while that of our algorithm depends on the network structure (e.g., block structure). For the total elapsed
time for these networks, ExaustiveSearch requires 67.88 h,
while our algorithm needs 14.77 s. Figure 6(b) shows the
CDF of the two distributions.
We then study the relationship between the elapsed time
and the number of scanned trees. Figure 7 (left) shows the
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(a)
Fig. 6 Comparing the empirical
running time of our algorithm
and an enumeration algorithm
[17] on simulated sensor
networks. a Scattergraph for
empirical running time; b CDF
for empirical running time

average time (second in log10 scale)

Fig. 5 The impact of two
factors on the running time of
our algorithm on simulated
sensor networks. a Impact of
transmission range; b impact of
Tx =Rx
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average time (second in log10 scale)
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(b)
scattergraph for our algorithm and ExaustiveSearch. Note
that the ﬁgure is in log-log scale for clarity. The points for
our algorithm are roughly in a line, and the slope is 1 so
that the elapsed time is linear with respect to the number of
scanned trees.3 The case for ExaustiveSearch is the same.
Additionally, in terms of speed, ExaustiveSearch scans
more trees than our algorithm in every second. This is
because our algorithm needs to perform decomposition
multiple times during scanning a single tree, increasing the
required running time for each scanned tree. However, our
algorithm scans much less trees than ExaustiveSearch,
which is shown in the right of Fig. 7. In over 80 % networks, our algorithm scans \0.1 % spanning trees of that
scanned by ExaustiveSearch. Consequently, our algorithm
takes much less time in ﬁnding the optimal spanning tree
compared to ExaustiveSearch.
7.3 Comparison with approximation algorithm
To compare our algorithm with MITT, we conduct two
experiments. First, we apply MITT to networks recorded in
Sect. 7.2 and compare its empirical running time and the
3
Because the slope is 1, we have log10 ðyÞ ¼ log10 ðxÞ þ b, where y is
the running time, x is the number of scanned trees, and b is an
unknown constant. Thus, y ¼ 10b  x, implying y is a linear function
of x.
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Fig. 7 Running time vs the
number of scanned trees (left),
and the fraction of trees scanned
by our algorithm (right)
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Fig. 8 Comparing our algorithm with MITT. Approximation ratio of
MITT is deﬁned as the lifetime ratio of the tree found by MITT to the
optimal tree (the tree found by our algorithm). We can see that MITT

lifetime of the obtained tree with our algorithm. The results
are shown in Fig. 8(a). We can see that MITT indeed runs
faster than our algorithm. For all networks, MITT terminates in 0.01 s. Unfortunately, though on most networks
MITT ﬁnds trees with lifetime close to the optimal, there
exist cases where MITT ﬁnds a tree with a lifetime less
than half of the optimal. This coincides with the fact that
MITT has poor worst-case performance guarantee.
Second, we study the impact of network size on the
performance of MITT. We simulate networks with 25, 30,
35, and 40 sensor nodes by increasing the network ﬁeld
proportionally. In each case we simulate 50 different networks, and use MITT and our algorithm to ﬁnd a spanning
tree. Figure 8(b) shows that with the increase of network
size, the running time of MITT remains mostly the same,
while the running time of our algorithm increases noticeably. But at the same time, the larger the network is, the
worse the approximation ratio of MITT becomes. This
observation conﬁrms the tradeoff between running time
and the quality of solution.
7.4 Comparison with integer linear programming
formulation
Integer linear programming is a general approach to model
NP-hard optimization problems, and there are numerous
free and commercial solvers for ILP problems with varying
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indeed runs faster, but the quality of solution may be very bad.
a Networks in Sect. 7.2; b larger networks
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Fig. 9 Comparing our algorithm with MILP. The three yellow lines
are y ¼ x; y ¼ log10 ð3600Þ and x ¼ log10 ð3600Þ respectively. There
are 8 cases where MILP did not ﬁnd the optimal solution within 1 h

efﬁciency [20]. To understand its applicability to our
problem, we compare the running time of MILP with that
of our algorithm. The network size is varied from 25 nodes
to 40 nodes with increments of 5 nodes. For each network
size, we randomly generate 50 networks. During simulation, we encounter some cases where MILP does not return
in several hours. Thus, to ﬁnish the simulation within
reasonable time, we terminate MILP if it does not return in
1 h. Figure 9 shows the result.
We have two observations. First, ExactMaxLoA generally outperforms MILP. This can be noted by the fact that
there are more points over the line of y ¼ x. There are even
eight networks where MILP failed to ﬁnd the optimal
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solution in 1 h. Second, in some networks, MILP takes less
time than MILP, meaning that these two approaches use
different properties of the problem to speed up the search.
It is clear that our algorithm explores the block structure of
the problem and uses several greedy rules, but we are not
clear what properties have been taken by MILP to occasionally achieve good running time. We believe that
incorporating our algorithm with ILP solvers may further
extend the capability of both algorithms.

8 Discussion and future work
The considered network model in this paper is simple, but
it can be a starting point for more complex models. In this
section, we consider the applicability of our work to other
models.
Our work directly applies to the scenario where sensors
have heterogeneous trafﬁc demand, i.e., a sensor needs to
transmit a number of messages to the sink in each round
and this number of transmitted messages may be different
for different sensors. Speciﬁcally, the inapproximability
result trivially applies to this scenario, and the exact
algorithm, after slight modiﬁcation as mentioned in Sect. 4,
can solve the corresponding problem.
Our work can also ﬁnd a maximum lifetime tree for
networks where every sensor consumes an additional ﬁxed
amount of energy in each round. In practice, other sensor
activities may consume energy, e.g., sensing, in addition to
message transmission and receiving. Previous works (e.g.,
[12, 14, 15, 22]) did not take such energy consumption into
account due to the belief that such consumption is negligible. Considering that periodical activities such as sensing
consume a ﬁxed amount of energy in each message round,
we can assume without loss of generality that each sensor
node consumes additional S energy in each round, besides
message transmission and receiving. We refer to the lifetime
maximization problem under this model as general problem.
The inapproximability results for MaxLoA trivially apply to
the general problem. To see that the exact algorithm in
Sect. 5 also applies to the general problem, note that the
lifetime of a tree T in the general problem is lðTÞ ¼
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can check that the exact algorithm can also solve these
instances since all the facts, rules and theorems in Sect. 4
still hold for them.
In addition, sensor networks operating in low duty cycle
mode exhibit similar energy consumption properties as our
model in that transmitting/receiving a message consumes a
ﬁxed amount of energy [16]. Therefore, as long as a single
routing tree is required, the maximum lifetime data gathering tree problem for such networks is the same as our
problem.
In the future, we plan to extend our work to deal with
topology changes. In practice, the topology of a network
may change in three cases: (1) an existing link disappears
due to obstacles; (2) a new link appears due to removal of
obstacles; (3) a node dies. In all cases, a naive scheme is to
re-execute our exact algorithm, but we can see that there
are redundant subproblems across the change. We plan to
study the problem structure across the change and speed up
the process of ﬁnding a new optimal tree. In addition, we
plan to investigate the possibility of incorporating our
algorithm with ILP formulation. As suggested by the
simulation results, this direction is promising.

9 Conclusions
In this paper, we prove that no polynomial-time algorithm
can guarantee to ﬁnd a spanning tree with lifetime greater
than 2/3 of the maximum lifetime for sensor networks
without aggregation, unless P ¼ NP. In addition, we propose an algorithm to solve the problem exactly. We prove
that the algorithm is correct and runs in OðmnÞ space where
m is the number of edges and n is the number of vertices.
This algorithm runs in exponential time in the worst case,
but is much faster than enumerating all spanning trees.
Simulations show that, for networks where enumerating all
spanning trees requires several hours, our algorithm takes
only a few seconds.
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ei
mini  1 dT ðiÞðRx þT
¼ mini  1 dT ðiÞðRx SþTeix þSÞþðTx þSÞ. Conx ÞþTx þS

sequently, the general problem can be reduced to
MaxLoA instances with ðRx  SÞ as the new energy consumption for receiving a message and ðTx þ SÞ as the new
energy consumption for transmitting a message. The
reduced instances when Rx  S [ 0 are legitimate MaxLoA instances and can be solved by the exact algorithm.
When Rx  S\0, the reduced instances are not legitimate
MaxLoA instances because the new energy consumption
for receiving a message is not positive. Fortunately, one
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